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Hi All (Certified and Classified),
The Holt Bolt (jogathon) is next week on Thursday 5/19. For those of you that have taken part in the jogathon
before there are some changes this year and if you have never taken part in a Holt Bolt hopefully this gives you an
idea of what it will look like. This is a VERY long email (sorry) but it has important information please read carefully
and let me know if you have any questions.
K/1/2 Schedule
Before going outside - Put on Holt Bolt shirts, fill water bottles (make sure they have names), tie shoelaces, pass
out and explain tickets, pass out and explain QR codes, review expectations
8:35 Go out to your class’ table on hard play. Have students keep their water bottles at the table (we are not
running with bottles). Shortly before the start everyone will be called over to the starting line.
8:45 Running begins - AFTER their first lap but before the end students need to put their tickets into the prize
bucket(s) of their choosing.
9:45 Running will end and kids should go back to their tables to gather their belongings and check in with teachers
quickly before getting an otter pop and gathering to hear the prize and $1 coin winners announced.
Approximately 10:00 or shortly after classes should be headed inside to give volunteers time to set up for the next
group.
3/4/5 Schedule
Before going outside - Put on Holt Bolt shirts, fill water bottles (make sure they have names), tie shoelaces, pass
out and explain tickets, pass out and explain QR codes, review expectations
10:20 Go out to your class’ table on hard play. Have students keep their water bottles at the table (we are not
running with bottles). Shortly before the start everyone will be called over to the starting line.
10:30 Running begins - AFTER their first lap but before the end students need to put their tickets into the prize
bucket(s) of their choosing.
11:30 Running will end and kids should go back to their tables to gather their belongings and check in with
teachers quickly before getting an otter pop and gathering to hear the prize and $1 coin winners announced.
Approximately 11:45 or shortly after classes should be headed inside to give volunteers time to clean up. Third
grade will be excused first in order to get to lunch
Prizes
Later this week there will be a display in the D-wing display case of the prize options.
Kids will get 3 tickets with their name already printed on them. They will get to choose which prize bucket or
buckets they want to try to win. I’ll bring you your tickets early next week. Check them and let me know if
you are missing any (especially new students).
The buckets will not be put out until after their first lap so the kids will need to hold on to their tickets for their
first lap. If it is too busy around the ticket buckets kids can choose to wait and drop them in on a later lap.
Electra and others will be looking for the most spirited/positive students. Those students will be announced
when the other prize winners are announced at the end of the running time. They will get a $1 coin.
All prizes and coins will be delivered to the classroom later in the day.

Water Bottles
Disposable water bottles will not be provided. Kids need to bring their water bottle out with them. Make sure
they have names on them.
Water bottles need to stay at tables. Kids should not be carrying their bottles while they run.
Tracking Laps:
Each student will have a lanyard with a QR code. These are student specific. Please be sure to give them
to the correct student.
Instead of bracelets or marking cards, kids will pause at a table (near where they used to get bracelets) to
scan their QR code on each lap.
Kids need to hold the plastic sleeve at the top and tap the QR badge on the paper that is taped to the table.
The adult at the table will let them know when it has been scanned. Test scans have gone well. It will only
allow for one scan each lap, there are time restrictions.
This is a trial run for future jogathons to make counting up and tracking the laps easier and faster. Please
share feedback with me if you see any areas for improvement or things that work really well.
FYI/Others:
There might be a water arch for kids to run through. Kids should be told to not get “too” wet. Volunteers
have also talked about ways to support this on their end.
The parking lot will close and the kids run around the school. (start on hard play, run along K/1/2 pick up
area, turn and run down 3/4/5 pick up area, turn and run behind the school, turn and run up the bus lane
(scan badge), enter through the big gate on hard play to finish the lap). Students should stay on the black
top and not step up onto the curbs.
All morning recesses are canceled. That means that 1st-5th grade teachers are welcome to take their
morning break during their jogathon time.
Kinder and 1st grade lunch recesses will be in the gym. Kids should move through the hallway to get to the
gym. K/1 teachers need to pick up from the gym.
2nd grade lunch recess will have to be soft play only while things get finished and cleaned up.
EA support will be limited during the jogathon because of supervision needs. Morning groups MIGHT be
canceled please keep an eye out for an update as we get closer.
Keep Holt Bolt shirts at school, so kids can put them on Thursday morning before running.
Please support and help the very small number of volunteers that are making this happen for us and our students
this year!

Lesli Harmon
Kindergarten Teacher
Bertha Holt Elementary
Eugene School District 4J
harmon_l@4j.lane.edu
541-357-8541 (Google Voice)
541-790-6122 (Classroom)
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